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In a Domino’s parking lot. I picture the camera shot to be wide if possible so that JOSH can 
pace while on the phone, throw things around ect. If that doesn’t work with trying to read lines 
off of a prompter or your available resources I understand. JOSH  throws open the trunk (we 
don’t necessarily have to see him opening the trunk)  and pulls out his suitcase which he unzips 
and starts throwing the contents of across the parking lot in a frantic search for something small 
he has lost in his bag. KELLY who is off camera starts to say something to him. 
 
JOSH: NOT NOW! (Realizes how harsh he’s been) I’m sorry, I didn’t mean- I didn’t mean- that. 

I’m just stressed and tired- no, I know that you’re tired too. I didn’t mean to get loud. And- 

mean.... Babe? Can you please check the passenger's seat? A second set of eyes might help. 

(KELLY exits, JOSH returns to searching his bag, he does this for a couple of moments and 

resigns himself to calling his mom, he continues to periodically look through his bag as the 

following conversation ensues) Hey Mom. [---] Yeah, I’m fine. [----------] Actually no, it was 

pretty bad, I’ll tell you about it later. I cannot wait to get home and away from everyone. 

[-------------]  (Is careful to speak so KELLY doesn’t over hear) Yes even Kelly. She’s driving me 

insane. (KELLY appears, JOSH quickly tries to change the conversation.) OK, either way- 

[------------------] No, it’s fine Mom, we’re fine. (JOSH covers the mouth piece and addresses 

KELLY) Could you check the middle row again baby? (KELLY protests in some way) Please. 

(KELLY leaves to check the middle seats, JOSH uncovers the mouthpiece and addresses his 

mom) Sorry Mom, no I’m still here. She’s fine, her and I are fine, it was just a really rough trip 

[--------------] at least three more hours until we’re to her house. [---------------------] Yeah Mom, I 

know it’ll be ok, look, I’m not gonna beat around the bush, I think I left my keys in Minnesota. 

[--------] I don’t know, it was stupid, I just threw everything in Kelly’s car when we left and then 



I took them out of the car cause I got this lego keychain that I wanted to put on them, and now 

they’re gone. [--------] We’re gonna keep double checking but I wouldn’t have called you if we 

hadn’t already looked everywhere. [-----------------------------] Yeah they’re looking for them at 

Kate’s house but they haven’t found them yet but really in the context of me getting home I’m 

not really sure how valuable that is at this point. They’re for sure not in my suitcase or my bag or 

Kelly’s car. [----------------------] It’s five hours from our place to Kelly’s round trip. And I can 

stay at Kelly’s house tonight, her parents said it’s fine, and get the keys from you in the 

morning? [-----------------------------] I’m really sorry Mom. [-------] Yeah I’ll text you when we 

get to her house. [--------] Thank you mom, that’s so nice. [-------------------] (With awareness 

that KELLY is nearby.) I shouldn’t really talk about it right now, I just, she just- it was like the 

last three months hadn’t even happened. She acted like we haven’t been going on dates and 

facetiming every night and I know we’re taking things slow but why do we have to be a total 

secret to our friends? Like is she embarrassed? Did she change her mind about being interested 

in me? And now she’s acting like everything is normal, like the last week didn’t even- (Turns to 

see KELLY has been listening to him.) Hey Mom is it ok if I go? Kelly and I were gonna get food 

and then keep driving. [--------------] I’ll see you tomorrow. [-----------] I love you too, thank you 

Mom. [----] Bye. (JOSH hangs up the phone, there is a long pause, to KELLY) Hey… I’m sorry 

Kelly. Let me buy you Pizza. We’ll feel better when we’ve eaten, and maybe I’ll be able to stop 

being an ass... Please? Kelly 

 

 


